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APPLE APP STORE — PURCHASES 
Statement 

HON PIERRE YANG (South Metropolitan) [6.20 pm]: Yesterday, I came across an article on WAtoday, titled 
“ACCC examining Apple, Google app practices amid Fortnite scuffle”. Fortnite is a game developed by a company 
that has a long-running issue. The article states that the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission has 
announced that part of its five-year digital platforms services inquiry — 

… will focus on Apple and Google’s various roles as app developers, platform-holders, hardware makers 
and suppliers of dominant app marketplaces, and whether their positions negatively impact others’ ability 
to compete. 

The next paragraph is more interesting. It reads — 

The research will also examine in-app purchases—which both companies currently mandate are processed 
through their own apparatus with a 30 per-cent charge to app developers—as well as the collection and 
use of consumer data by app marketplaces. 

I had a look at the Apple App Store clarification about its fee structure. It is correct that developers earn up to 
70 per cent of sales from in-app purchases, and Apple collects a 30 per cent commission. 

Members may wonder why I am making this statement. I encountered a very interesting situation last week. I was on 
social media and I came across an app that turns a photo into cartoon figures. I had a photo with the Premier from 
some time ago and I thought it would be a cool idea to turn the Premier and I into cartoon characters to use it as 
a profile for my social media account. It was a bad idea—a very bad idea. It was not a bad idea to have a photo with 
the Premier turned into a cartoon; it was a bad idea to even touch that app. 

I have been an Apple supporter for many years. My first iPhone was an iPhone 3G, which I probably bought a decade 
ago. Since then, I have used a number of iPhones. I have had a number of iPads and my wife uses an Apple computer. 
I think Apple is a tremendous company, which has made a significant contribution to human history and the ability 
for people to communicate. Apple mobile phones have revolutionised how we communicate and use mobile phones. 
For that, I give Apple credit. However, I have identified an issue that I wish to raise in this house. 

My latest iPhone has a face ID feature. I thought it was pretty handy; I do not have to rely on my thumbprint, 
which does not work most of the time, to open the iPhone. The latest technology seems to identify my facial 
structure a lot more easily. All of a sudden, as I was flicking and clicking, I entered into a subscription with the 
app. Unbeknownst to me, $114.99 was gone immediately and I did not know that. I tried the cartoon function, but 
it did not really work. I thought it was not useful so I would delete it. I clicked the details. I cannot really explain 
which part, but it was on my iPhone. I realised that it was a subscription of $114.99 and that money was gone. 
I started to do a bit of research and tried to delete the subscription. I could cancel the subscription so they will not 
charge me in September 2021, but I could not cancel it. I delved into that and had a look at the reviews. The 
reviews I read were United States reviews. I found out later that there was an Australian version. Obviously, the 
number of reviews was much smaller but, nonetheless, there were numerous reviews—in the hundreds!—about 
the same issue. 

I may have to come back to the subject again tomorrow as I have a lot of information here. I am going to table a few 
documents that show what happened. The purchase did not give me a receipt, but a couple of days later Apple emailed 
me its Apple invoice, which showed a sum of $114.99. 
Madam President, can I take your guidance? Can I table the documents now? 

The PRESIDENT: You can seek leave to table them. 

Hon PIERRE YANG: I seek leave to table the following documents: a screenshot that is part of the Apple ID 
account, which shows that there is no receipt for this transaction; a subscription list for the app “illus: Cartoon Face 
Hair Salon”—I am embarrassed to even quote the name; a purchase history under my purchase account; a tax invoice 
from Apple; and a subscription confirmation. 

Leave granted. [See paper 4183.] 

Hon PIERRE YANG: To cut a long story short, given that I have only three minutes and 37 seconds, I came across 
a function to connect me with an Apple staff member over a chat function. I said, essentially, that I am 37 years of 
age and was a lawyer, and if I could be conned, tricked and cheated, what chance would a young child have? I wanted 
to find out why Apple is still allowing this app in the App Store, especially as there have been reviews about the 
scamming nature of this app since November 2019. As a matter of fact, they have been there since June 2019. Is 
Apple going to refund all those who were conned, or at least those who can be identified through their reviews? 
I said that I would reserve the right to raise this issue in Parliament. I said to the person behind the screen that 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4014183cd5d16bb50d979a0b482585df00039968/$file/tp-4183.pdf
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I have never revealed my job when I have come across an issue in my personal life, but I would do it this time for 
those people and young children who have been conned, especially during this pandemic.  

As I said, I may come back to this, but I wish to use my remaining two minutes today to read a few reviews from 
the Australian section. A review from “surfer girl 2020” dated 27 June 2020 states — 

Terrible Customer Service 
My 7 year old daughter purchased a $100+ annual subscription by mistake. I immediately requested a refund 
but the app developer did not even respond to my multiple emails. Very unprofessional, Don’t support 
this money hungry company with such terrible customer service. 

The next review reads — 

APPALLING AND A SCAM 
Didn’t even open the app and they charged me $114. I chose the free trial to see if I liked it and hadn’t even 
downloaded or opened it yet and they took $114. SCAM!! This app is a joke. 

Looks like I won’t even be getting a response from them. 

There are a couple of other reviews from the United States. I have tons of reviews; I will see whether I can fit them 
in down the track. Another review, from a person called FoodTaka on 21 August 2020, reads in part — 

Update: Apple processed the refund. Thank you Apple! Now please shut down this app so other people 
don’t fall for this scam. 

The Australian minimum wage is $19.84, so $114 is worth about eight hours of work. This is not acceptable. I will 
continue to pursue this issue tomorrow. I wish to have a response in due course from the relevant parties concerned. 
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